
Date:
Time: 4:00 pm
Place: Town Hall Meeting Room, Vancouver City Hall

4:00 pm

1. 4:15 pm Address: 1495 W 8th Avenue
DA: N/A
Description: The proposal is for a new four-storey building for the Vancouver Masonic Centre on W 

7th Ave, connected to an 18-storey secured rental residential building on W 8th Ave. 
The proposal includes 159 secured rental residential units (mix of non-market and 
market units), and a neighbourhood restaurant on W 7th Ave, with a floor space ratio 
(FSR) of 5.96.

Zoning: C-3A to CD-1

Application Status: Rezoning Application

Review: First

Architect: SHAPE Architecture (Nick Sully)

Staff: Rachel Harrison & Allan Moorey

2. 5:15 pm Address: 2894 E Broadway
DA: N/A
Description: The proposal is for a four-storey mixed-use building with commercial at grade, 37 

secured market rental units above, and a floor space ratio (FSR) of 2.65. This 
application is being considered under the Secured Market Rental Housing (Rental 100) 
Program.

Zoning: C-1 to CD-1

Application Status: Rezoning Application

Review: First

Architect: Gair Williamson Architects Inc. (Chris Knight)

Staff: Rachel Harrison & Allan Moorey

3. 6:15 pm Address: 2001 W 11th Avenue
DA: DE419817
Description: To construct a new seven-storey residential building while restoring and converting 

the existing retail building to multiple dwelling.  The proposal is for a total of ten 
dwelling units.

Zoning: C-7

Application Status: Complete Development Application

Review: Second

Architect: Ankenman Marchand (Afshin Banafsheh)

Staff: Patrick O'Sullivan

Planning & Development Services 
Urban Design Division 
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2. Address: 2001 W 11th Avenue 
DE: 419817 
Description: To construct a new seven-story residential building while restoring and 

converting the existing retail building to multiple dwelling. The proposal is 
for a total of ten dwelling units. 

Zoning: C-7 
Application Status: Complete Development Application 
Review: First 
Architect: Ankenman Marchand (Afshin Banafsheh) 
Owner: Maple Street Properties 
Delegation: Tim Ankenman, Ankenman Marchand 

Emily Nixon, DKL 
Liam Nielson, Maple Street Properties 

Staff: Patrick O'Sullivan 

EVALUATION:  NON-SUPPORT (1-9) 

• Introduction:  Patrick O’Sullivan, Development Planner, introduced the development application
for 2001 W 11th. Mr. O’Sullivan described the intent of the zone is to encourage the transition of a
predominantly industrial and commercial area into a mixed-use community with a strong
residential component, while respecting the needs of existing development. Emphasis is placed on
well-designed all-residential or mixed residential and commercial buildings.

Mr. O’Sullivan informed the Panel of the zone’s height parameters, particularly that base maximum
height is 40 ft. and that height may be increased to 80 ft. to facilitate the retention of heritage
structures.

He noted that the C-7 Guidelines state that height increases will only be considered where it can
be demonstrated that there will be no or minimal increased overshadowing or reduction of views
for surrounding neighbours. Consideration should also be given to impacts on street character,
overall building bulk, and open space. Existing views enjoyed by adjacent developments should not
be unduly compromised by incompatible siting, massing or orientation;

The base density for a building with residential use is 0.75, which can be relaxed to up to 2.25 FSR
subject to feedback from any property owner, tenant or advisory group.

Mr. O’Sullivan described the context buildings and adjacent zones and described the proposal for
the site includes the following features:

 The site dimensions are 50 ft x 125 ft
 7 storeys, plus roof garden.
 5 townhouse units; 5 units in the mid-rise; 1 per floor: 10 units total.
 Mid-rise with  a 1744 sq. ft. floorplate.
 A mechanical equipment is proposed to be located on top of the retained building

Mr. O’Sullivan said that the front yard and side yards comply with the C-7 regulations. The existing 
heritage building is proposed to remain in place, so the zero rear yard is relaxed. Thirteen parking 
stalls are required with 18 provided. 

The discretionary items sought for approval are height and density: 

The proposed height is 67.7 ft. to the top of roof assembly. Technically, staff measure height to 
the top of parapet, guard or windscreen: 72.7 ft. to top of structure and 76.7 ft to top of wind 
screen. 

DRAFT Minutes Pending Chair Approval



The proposed density is 2.44 FSR. This includes 10 % additional density sought by the applicant via 
the Heritage Action Plan for retention. This additional density in turn requires a Statement of 
Significance and designation of the building.   

Advice from the Panel on this application is sought on the following: 

1. Density above 0.75 FSR, up to 2.25 FSR is discretionary, based on the input of property owners,
tenants and advisory panel. Do you support the proposal’s density? Please comment on your
support for the proposed form of development.

2. Building height is discretionary up to 80 ft., based on the input of property owners, tenants and
advisory panel. Please comment on the proposed building height (consider height relative to
the scale of the context, shadowing and impact to views.)

3. Please comment on the building expression, including its contextual fit, its relationship to the
armouries building, and the inter-relationships of architectural elements to each other.

4. Please comment on the overall landscape design as it relates to the public realm frontages
along 11th Ave and Maple St; and rooftop spaces.

• Applicant’s Introductory Comments:  There is a strong tri party rhythm that turns into a dual
rhythm. There is a two story base at the armory. The applicant desired to turn that up in terms of
context, which is why the base is designed quite differently. The site building is highly articulated
as per the guidelines in order to pick up on the surrounding context. They were disappointed they
had a 10 foot setback because the applicant felt it affected the outdoor space as well as the 3rd

floor patio. The setback also creates some tension in the street. The building has been ‘climbed
onto’ over decades, in terms of additions. The original building was identified through historical
data. Pushing the building back did a number of things; first of all it exposed the façade of the
historical building that has been hidden for decades. It allowed the applicant to create a ‘muse’
like entrance between the building and our two story plinth that gets us through the elevator core
that that takes a resident up the building.  There is also currently a 2 story building that is right to
the corner. It actually enhances the views from what exists today from the building beside it. The
suites have been turned into 2 level suites. Garbage and recycling have been located to take
advantage of the roof so that the building gets a roof top patio. Because the building does not get
much outdoor space, the applicant wants to retain the 0 lot line in existing context. The applicant
must move the building off site in order to build the underground parkade and then move it back
on site. The resulting massing and density became one of the thinnest buildings the applicant has
ever designed.

Sustainability wise, the applicant kept the glazing to the west and south façade relatively to a
minimum, and maximized the viewscapes to downtown and Stanley Park. On one elevation, there is
a lot of outdoor space and facing north towards the views of the suites, and this tenant would be
lacking a deck but picks up on the outdoor patios that become a rooftop of the 2 story plinth.

There is a mechanical structure on the building, and the applicant would like to have it removed.
The Armory building is planned to be built from painted concrete, although the building is currently
stucco. There is a plan to erect a plaque in honor of musician Alex Paul in the mews entry
courtyard to celebrate the history of the building. The building always had a flat roof. The entire
building is painted concrete and the slab bands are also protruding exposed concrete. The entire
building is composite colours.



• Panel’s Consensus on Key Aspects Needing Improvement:

 Generally simplify the architectural expression of the proposal as a whole and integrate the
language of the base of the development with the midrise such that they do not appear
significantly differentiated;

 Use higher quality materials with a simpler, more contemporary architectural language without
mimicking the Armory building in order to create a complementary counterpoint to the
character of the on-site heritage building;

 The new development should contrast more with the heritage building;
 Address thermal bridging of slab edges and concrete exterior walls by considering bringing the

structure inboard;
 Further enhance the mews area: consider covering it and reduce its overview to the parking

ramp;
 The perimeter landscaping planting materials and gates should avoid reading as a wall or a

strong physical barrier to the development.

• Related Commentary: The Panel unanimously supported the proposed density and height, citing
proximity to transit routes, but did not support the architectural expression. The Panel was had
mixed support on the proposed form. Some Panel members felt the height yields an elegant
structure while others felt that the curving form of the midrise is creating unusual spatial
relationships.

The Panel did not support the split expression between the base and midrise portions of the
proposal nor the strong cornice element. The Panel instead suggested unifying the expression of
the base with the upper levels. There was concern that the mimicry of adjacent armory is not
appropriate and that the new building should be much calmer amongst the existing heritage
buildings. The Panel recommended the armory be an architectural reference to the proposed
building. The Panel generally agreed that the physical style of the proposal is overdone and overly
busy compared to both the restrained expression of the Armories building to the west and the
cottage character of the heritage building on site.

The Panel was undecided about whether the heritage building is worth saving for the
neighbourhood. One Panel member suggested a 5-6 story building be built instead of retaining the
heritage building. Others felt that the character building is should be retained in return for a small
increase in density. Some of the Panel members would prefer to retain ‘quirky’ commercial uses of
the small number of buildings like this. Several Panel members supported a heritage bonus, but had
concerns about the physical relationship of the proposed building with heritage building. The Panel
suggested that the relationship and proximity of the new development to the heritage building on
the site is awkward and confused in the current proposal.

The Panel felt that if the character building should be retained, that the new development should
provide a complementary contrast to the heritage buildings as a counter point. The Panel
recommends a more contemporary and simple structure to contrast the other structures to create
a starker contrast. The Panel suggested it would be a more successful project if it had logical form
and massing with higher quality materials such as masonry, although one member thought the
massing was appropriate. It should have eloquent detailing that is respectful of surroundings. One
Panel member felt that the reading of the heritage building was too narrow and that the
conversion to residential robs it of its spirit and that the applicants should explore other
commercial uses.

The density bonus is .20, maybe this bonus is not sufficient to retain the heritage form. The Panel
thought the heritage density gives the height and it is reason enough to retain the building. One
Panel member suggested that the new development should be pulled further away from the
heritage building and not snake behind it and perhaps take the form of a simple volume.



The Panel generally had concerns about the barrier nature of the landscaped edge condition feeling 
that it creates a buffer and an enclosure around the outdoor spaces and that, instead, the 
landscape should be more porous or lower and achieve a more neighbourly and an enhanced public 
realm frontage. One Panel member appreciated the retention of trees on the two streets, but 
recommended that maple trees would be more appropriate.  

The central mews needs to be developed more. There were concerns that the mews design faces 
into the parkade ramp and is open and uncovered. The rooftop space is appropriate for the top 
floor. The Panel raised a concern about whether elevators can open into suites or apartments 
anymore and advised that this issue could alter the form of the building. The Panel was uncertain 
about the about the shadowing impacts to the school yard across Maple St. The Panel had concerns 
about the balconies on the midrise feeling that the multiple small balconies are awkward, and that 
the 11th Ave balconies turn their back to the street. 

• Applicant’s Response:  Mr. Ankenman thanked Panel for their input. He agreed that picking up the
armory expression was not in the most appropriate design option, and that a simpler and
contemporary modern expression would be better suited to the tower and more respectful to the
heritage building. The applicant will incorporate the comments and revise the expression and
review the material palette. The applicant thanked the Panel for clarifying the priorities going
forward.




